Charm Pack Fun

SCQG 2019/2020 Babies at Risk Pattern

39 ½ x 44
➢ Uses all 40 of 5 x 5 inch charm pack
➢ ¾ yard White (or other Low Volume
fabric)
➢ ½ yard Outer Border Fabric
➢ ⅜ yard Binding Fabric

Cutting
Fabric
Charm pack or stash
White/Low Volume
White/Low Volume
(Inner Sashing)
White/Low Volume
(Inner Borders)
Outer Border
Binding

#
40
16
2

Size (inches)
5x5
5x2¾
2 ¾ x WOF

4

1 ½ x WOF

4
5

3 ½ x WOF
2 ½ x WOF

Assembly Instructions
1. Chain piece 16 pairs of charm squares
2. Add a 5 x 2 ¾ white rectangle to each of the charm square pairs
3. Layout left and right columns of charm square blocks and middle column of charm squares
in a pleasing arrangement
4. Sew rows of blocks together into columns
5. Sew middle column of charm squares together
6. Measure length of each column and take an average (36 ½ inch)
7. Cut 2 Inner Sashing strips to average length of columns (36 ½ inch)
8. Add sashing between columns of charm square blocks as shown in diagram
9. Cut 2 white inner borders to average length of columns (36 ½ inch)
10. Add left and right inner borders to quilt top
11. Measure width of quilt top (34 inch)
12. Cut 2 white inner borders to width of quilt top (34 inch)
13. Add top and bottom inner borders to quilt top
14. Repeat with Outer Borders, adding side borders first then top and bottom borders
(38 ½ inch side borders, 40 inch top and bottom borders)
15. Layer top with batting and backing and baste
16. Quilt as desired
17. Sew binding strips together, fold in half and press
18. Attach binding to quilt
19. Add SCQG Label
20. Bring to next guild meeting for Show and Tell and donation to Babies at Risk
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